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Horus Averon-ae barris

Horus Averon is a player character played by Jack Pine.

Horus Averon

Species & Gender: Male Tsumi
Date of Birth: 35日 9月 YE 02
Organization: Tsumi War Fleet
Occupation: Soldier

Rank: TBA
Current Placement: TBA

Physical Description

The usual four arms, buff as hell, and with horns that could kill if used right only begin to explain Horus.
He's 8 feet tall, and has a very masculine and buff body. His skin is of a slightly crimson red, a color he
takes pride in. In battle it gives him the look of almost being untouched from injury. Those who get close
enough to realize the truth, don't usually live to tell the tale. His eyes are of a deep silver color, his hair a
raven black.
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Personality

Brutal, concise, cunning, and fair in his actions. Horus is the type to display silent anger, keeping his
expression of emotions in check, even if he rages inside. Even so, he's known for keeping a level head
when needed, but using that rage and other emotions, as appropriate fuel for appropriate occasions. He
has a deep seated loyalty to those lucky enough to be considered a comrade, but he does not open up
further then that very easily.

History

Born in YE 02, Horus was raised in an aristocratic family, living a normal Tsumi childhood religious
devotion. His father trained him from a young age in the art of bladed weapons. In YE 16, Horus joined
the army at 14, and trained for the next two year until YE 18. Joining in the carnage he quickly proved
himself in the war, and was quick to join the fray when the rebellion began.

Skills Learned

Fighting

All though Horus much prefers ranged combat, he is quite lethal in hand to hand, and in melee combat.
He has been described as a unstoppable savage when the blood rage takes him.

Firearms

Horus has taken the time an effort to familiarize himself with every gun at the war fleet's disposal.
Having become quite proficient at ranged combat.

Maintenance/Repair

Likewise, he has also taken the time to learn how to strip, fix, and possibly modify anything he has laid
his four hands upon. Horus has proven to be a rather expedient mechanic and master at arms with use of
all four hands simultaneously.

Social Connections

Horus Averon is connected to:

none
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Inventory & Finance

Horus Averon has the following:

1 battle tunic
1 formal vestments
TWF-1A\B "Warmaker"
5,000 Tsumi Warforges .30 caliber
50 Star Splitter
2 serrated Tsumian Khukris

Salvage

Control panel, cracked 1)

Armor plating 2)

Hatch from a ship 3)

Elysian-made Scented Candles 4)

Brand new starship viewscreens 5)

Horus Averon currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by jack_pine on 11, 08 2018 at 12:51 using the Character Template Form.

In the case jack_pine becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? Yes

Character Data
Character Name Horus Averon-ae barris
Character Owner Jack Pine
Character Status Inactive Player Character

1)

YE 42 Giveaway, TC: 98-14, IC: 1331-5041-101
2)

YE 42 Giveaway, TC: 79-10, IC: 768-3627-80
3)

YE 42 Giveaway, TC: 96-61, IC: 5817-21895-146
4)

YE 42 Giveaway, TC: 42-50, IC: 2115-18007-87
5)

YE 42 Giveaway, TC: 30-42, IC: 1317-15177-69
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